
 

Wedding Photography Service 

$200 OFF January - February Winter Wedding Photography Packages 

 

My wife and I have been on the opposite side of the camera since 2003 and shoot an average                   

of 25 to 30 weddings annually. We love documenting the beginning of your journey together               

and from our own experience, realize the gravity of the moment. We are thrilled to be there                 

throughout life travels as well which might include additions to, significant transitions or             

simply celebrations of times together with friends and family. Our style focuses most on the               

candid and photojournalistic aspect of photography, capturing the true feelings of every moment and layering the story                 

of the day. We understand that the day and time is yours to remember and want the photographs that will hang on                      

your walls to reflect the uniqueness of your own personalities. Thank you very much for your interest in our services and                     

we sincerely appreciate your time and consideration.     - Aaron & Agnieszka Tanis 

 

 Ceremony Only - all packages include the full resolution images 

Basic Ceremony $1595 

Ceremony coverage only with formal pictures before and/or after the ceremony. The full resolution images from                

the event are included with the package in which you will own all the pictures with rights to print them                    

anywhere. Images from the day will be displayed in an online gallery for viewing and sharing with friends and                   

family. 

Additions at a Package Discount 

Add an additional location for formal/group and individual pictures after the ceremony for $295 

Finished Enlargement Print Discount - $100 - four 8x10 and four 5x7 finished enlargements($280 value).               

Prints will be corrected and adjusted based on client preferences as well as stylized on request such as                  

converting the image to black and white. The prints will be professionally printed and mailed to client or                  

designated person. 

Engagement Session - $295 (savings of $100) Roughly one hour at a location of your choice.  The full 

resolution images from the session are included with the package in which you will own all the pictures 

with rights to print them anywhere.  Images from the session will be displayed in an online gallery for 

viewing and sharing with friends and family.  There may be an additional travel fee depending on the 

location.  Add a second location or up to an additional hour to your session for $100.  

Basic Video of Ceremony - $695 (savings of $300) 

Finished Album - $495 High quality flush mount hard cover album. The album size is 10x10 using                 

beautiful photographic paper mounted directly onto 24 heavy grade display pages. This album includes              

a wide variety of customized picture styles and collages highlighting the moments of your amazing day!                

12x12 Albums at $595. Additional identical copies for parents or loved ones are available at discounted                

rate 30% OFF. 



 

 

Ceremony and Reception - all packages include the full resolution images 

Ceremony and Reception $1995 

Includes optional candid prep pictures starting roughly 3 hours prior to with formal pictures before and after the                  

ceremony. This package includes additional locations between the ceremony and reception or extended service              

on the property where the ceremony or reception is taking place. Reception coverage as well capturing all of                  

your planned activities and wrapping up shortly after open dance. The full resolution images from the event are                  

included with the package in which you will own all the pictures with rights to print them anywhere. Images                   

from the day will be displayed in an online gallery for viewing and sharing with friends and family. Total                   

photography service time not to exceed 9 hours with additional rate available at $175 per hour.  

Additions at a Package Discount 

Finished Enlargement Print Discount - $100 - four 8x10 and four 5x7 finished enlargements($280 value).               

Prints will be corrected and adjusted based on client preferences as well as stylized on request such as                  

converting the image to black and white. The prints will be professionally printed and mailed to client or                  

designated person. 

Engagement Session - $295 (savings of $100) Roughly one hour at a location of your choice.  The full 

resolution images from the session are included with the package in which you will own all the pictures 

with rights to print them anywhere.  Images from the session will be displayed in an online gallery for 

viewing and sharing with friends and family.  There may be an additional travel fee depending on the 

location.   Add a second location or up to an additional hour to your session for $100.  

Basic Video of Ceremony and Reception - $995 (savings of $600) 

Photo Booth - $395 (savings of $200) A little extra fun to add to your reception! Included is a black                    

backdrop system with professional lighting but you are welcome to add colorful sways and banners of                

your own! Fun and goofy props are provided but again you are welcome to contribute too for your own                   

personal look and flavor! All pictures will be included with your full resolution images from the wedding                 

day. Up to 3 hours at the reception but not to exceed 10:00 pm. Additional time may be added at a rate                      

of $175 per hour. 

Finished Album - $495 High quality flush mount hard cover album. The album size is 10x10 using                 

beautiful photographic paper mounted directly onto 24 heavy grade display pages. This album includes              

a wide variety of customized picture styles and collages highlighting the moments of your amazing day!                

12x12 Albums at $595. Additional identical copies for parents or loved ones are available at discounted                

rate 30% OFF. 

Finished Enlargement Prices 

4x6 - $15          5x7 - $30           8x10 -$40          11x14 - $65          16x20 - $125 

 



 

 

Wedding Videography Service 

We provide simple and clean video coverage of your amazing day! Using multiple HD video cameras that are placed at                    

various vantage points ensures you will not miss a thing! Arriving 30 minutes prior to the ceremony to capture your                    

guests being seated. We will cover the full ceremony and end after the majority of your guests have left and the                     

wedding is complete. We will be at the reception location 30 minutes before your grand entrance to capture the details                    

of your event while your guests arrive. We will cover all of your planned activities for the evening such as cake cutting,                      

dances, bouquet and garter requesting that they are completed within a reasonable timeframe of dinner. We will make                  

our way around all the tables to do guest interviews and then wrap it up for the evening four or five songs into open                        

dance. Additional time available at a rate of $150 per hour. You will receive a final fully edited DVD in your choice of                       

standard or Blu-ray format .  

Basic Ceremony $995 Ceremony coverage only 

Basic Reception $995 Reception coverage only 

Basic Ceremony and Reception $1595 Complete Ceremony and Reception coverage 

Deluxe Ceremony and Reception $1695 In addition to the Basic Ceremony and Reception package, the Deluxe 

service will include additional moments and comments from the wedding party and family prior to the ceremony. 

Arriving roughly one hour before, additional details of the ceremony location with music overlays as well as optional 

highlight coverage of locations between the ceremony and reception are also included.  

Additional copies @ $35 
 

 


